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Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c show those markings for three different types of cables. The 12 AWG
wires will withstand that amount of current being of a larger diameter, where the 14 AWG wire
being smaller will heat up over 15 amps and cause the wire or a 15 amp outlet to melt or catch
fire. Amps rating by wire sizeâ€” Note that the AWG number decreases, the wire diameter
increases. If neither of the two wires is white, being black. A 6 AWG gauge wire capable of
handling 60 amps is better suited for feeding a sub-panel, a range, a double oven, depending on
the amperage rating listed on the appliance. Figures 1a and 1b are both NM or Romex cables
Figure 3. Date or year markingâ€” also complement the sheathing to give the date of its
production. We welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS.
All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to
our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Written by Charles
Ouellet. Because of a bad underground AC wire, I want to run 12 volt landscaping wir Read
More. Multiwire Connection - sort of I am moving my kitchen from one room to another. I need
to move the electr Junction box with 3 circuits, one wire is damaged and its too short to pigt I
want Hi - I'd like to run power out to my shed which is about 12' from my house I am trying to
install a standard wall receptacle in my crawlspace, to powe I am looking to add an additional
outside spotlight on an existing 15 amp c I recently removed a wall and needed to move 3
switches - two singles pot Popular Articles. By Om Cliem. Understanding and Volt Wiring. By
Hannah Madans. By Jeff Grundy. It only takes a minute to sign up. I am using GFI breakers to
protect multi outlet circuits. One is 15 amp and the other is 20 amp. Question is: Can you use
the neutral for both GFI's or do you have to provide a separate neutral for both circuits? What
you're explaining is called a multiwire branch circuit and has been discussed here many times
before , which is where 2 ungrounded hot conductors will share a single grounded neutral
conductor. There are special requirements for this type of circuit, which must be followed to
insure safety. This type of installation is slightly more complicated when dealing with ground
fault protection, because of the way ground fault circuit interrupters GFCI work. NEC This
means that the breaker handles must be tied together in the service panel, so that if one breaker
trips it will cut power to both circuits. This can be accomplished using handle ties, or a double
pole breaker. In multiwire branch circuits, each ungrounded conductor must terminate to
different legs of the system. If this is not done the currents on the grounded neutral conductor
will add instead of cancelling out, possibly overloading the grounded neutral conductor leading
to a fire. Again, this can be easily accomplished using a double pole breaker. Ground fault
circuit interrupting devices work by measuring the current on the ungrounded hot conductor,
and the grounded neutral conductor. If the currents on these conductors differs by more than a
specific amount, the circuit is opened preventing current from flowing. This can present a
problem when using two separate GFCI breakers, because the current on the grounded neutral
conductor will be the difference between the two ungrounded conductors. In this situation, the
breakers will detect a potential false ground fault and trip. This can easily be avoided by using a
double pole GFCI breaker. This is because a double pole GFCI breaker monitors both
ungrounded hot conductors, and a single shared grounded neutral conductor. The conductors
in a multiwire branch circuit like in all branch circuits , must be appropriately sized based on the
load to be served and the overcurrent device protecting the circuit. NEC article Now that you
know more than you've ever wanted to know, here is what you need to know. However, if you
have more than one receptacle on a single circuit, you can use receptacles rated at 15A. In a
multiwire branch circuit situation, that means you'll need two receptacles fed by one
ungrounded hot conductor to be able to use 15A receptacles. It's also important to be aware,
that NEC considers a duplex receptacle as two receptacles. This means you can use a single
15A duplex receptacle, and be code compliant. Though Because the overcurrent device is rated
at 20A, it may be appropriate to use 20A receptacles throughout the circuit. If you are going to
be feeding multiple receptacles off either leg of the multiwire branch circuit, you have to make
sure that the grounded neutral conductor is unbroken throughout the entire circuit even when
devices are disconnected. This means you won't be able to use the "load" side terminal on a
receptacle, to feed the grounded neutral wire through to another receptacle. As always, if you
don't feel comfortable with your knowledge or skill level, don't be afraid to contact a qualified
Electrician. With a shared neutral, you would need to be using a 2-pole GFCI breaker, such as
the Siemens QFP, and with that, both circuits would need to use the same amperage breakers. If
all if your wiring is 12 gauge copper and are powering outlets , then you could switch the 15
amp circuit to be 20 amp and use a 2-pole 20 amp GFCI breaker. The downside of this is that
2-pole GFCI breakers are expensive. It will also be more convenient to reset the GFCI outlets
when they trip since you'll be near them already, and won't have to travel to the breaker panel.
Using two individual breakers does not work because of the way that GFCI breakers are
designed. They ensure that current flowing into the load on the hot wire is equal to the current

flowing out of the load in the neutral wire. With the shared neutral, the two circuits sum their
neutral currents together. The two GFCI outlets in the breaker box don't know how divvy up this
current if you connect the shared neutral to both, and would trip. The two-pole GFCI breaker has
only one incoming neutral line. It is wired to compare the sum of the currents on the two hot
lines to the current on the neutral, so the GFCI functions as desired. Also BradMace I've run
over 50A through a 12 gauge conductor. It's all in the rating. Most stranded 12 is rated at 30A
but generally you just throw a 20A breaker on there because 12 solid isn't. And mind you these
ratings are at an ambient temp of 95 degrees Celsius. So open conductors not in a raceway can
carry more amperage, or if you're in Alaska like me good luck finding 95 degrees Celsius
anywhere. If you share a neutral between 2 phases you actually cancel out the current between
the two, so the neutral will only be carrying the difference between the two currents. You could
always get a harbor freight multimeter, wire you're GFCI the way you want and test the results
when you trip it with the test button. My kitchen and dinning area wired in has a shared neutral
on two different twin breakers not in the same slot. Fortunately they were on opposite phases of
power so I didn't have to play in the main panel. One conductor was feeding the fridge, one
counter outlet and a dinning outlet. I added a separate 15a circuit for the fridge off a sub panel I
fed with the cook-top circuit I made when I converted to gas and I am wiring the first GFCI with
pigtails to avoid running the neutral through two GFCIs, but the last circuit in the line will trip
with the second GFCI that I run through the load. I made a note in the main panel so then next
time I'm in there I can tie the two hots into the same twin and connect the breaker together. Sign
up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Ask Question.
Asked 8 years, 3 months ago. Active 1 year, 10 months ago. Viewed 62k times. I think I know the
answer to this question however I have been known to be wrong before! Improve this question.
Niall C. Paul Ries Paul Ries 51 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 2 2 bronze badges. Also is the
circuit 15 or 20 amps? You shouldn't have a 20 amp outlet on a 15 amp circuit. You should
check out this answer, it just about sums up everything you would want to know. Any outlet on
the GFI load is protected. I feel you are making this more complicated than it needs to be. If you
share the neutral you'd have potentially 35 amps on a wire rated for Sounds like a terrible idea
to me. BradMace, the two lines are degrees out of phase with each other, so if you are drawing
20 and 15 A, the neutral will only carry 5 A. The equipment ground conductor is not counted in
the conductor count. Show 2 more comments. Active Oldest Votes. Legs In multiwire branch
circuits, each ungrounded conductor must terminate to different legs of the system. GFCI
Ground fault circuit interrupting devices work by measuring the current on the ungrounded hot
conductor, and the grounded neutral conductor. Wire Size The conductors in a multiwire branch
circuit like in all branch circuits , must be appropriately sized based on the load to be served
and the overcurrent device protecting the circuit. Receptacle Rating NEC article Proper
Installation Now that you know more than you've ever wanted to know, here is what you need to
know. Connect the bare equipment ground wire from the circuit to the ground buss bar in the
service panel. Connect the white grounded neutral wire from the circuit to the neutral terminal
of the GFCI breaker. Connect the white grounded neutral wire from the GFCI breaker to the
neutral buss bar. Connect the black ungrounded hot wire to one terminal of the double pole
GFCI breaker. Connect the red ungrounded hot wire to the other terminal of the double pole
GFCI breaker. At the first junction Connect the black or red ungrounded hot wire to the brass
screw on the receptacle. Connect the pigtail from the previous step to the silver screw on the
receptacle. Connect a short piece of scrap ground wire to the green screw on the receptacle.
Connect all equipment ground conductors together, and to the junction box if a metal box is
used. Connect the red or black ungrounded hot wire to the black ungrounded hot wire leading
to the next junction point. At the next junction Connect the red or black ungrounded hot wire
from the previous junction to the brass screw on the receptacle. Connect the white grounded
neutral wire to the silver screw on the receptacle. Connect the equipment ground wire to the
green screw on the receptacle, and to the junction box if a metal box is used. Daisy Chaining If
you are going to be feeding multiple receptacles off either leg of the multiwire branch circuit,
you have to make sure that the grounded neutral conductor is unbroken throughout the entire
circuit even when devices are disconnected. Two single pole GFCI breakers will not work. If you
use a 20A overcurrent device, you must have more than one 15A receptacle on that leg of the
circuit. Otherwise, you'll have to use a 20A receptacle. Improve this answer. Tester Tester k 70
70 gold badges silver badges bronze badges. I don't know about anyone else, but I learned
things. Awesome answer! Great answer. Out of idle curiosity, is it legal to use a three-phase
MWBC? Show 1 more comments. Pigrew Pigrew 3, 2 2 gold badges 20 20 silver badges 28 28
bronze badges. Add a comment. Carl Carl 9 1 1 bronze badge. One phase, two legs. Not two
phases. Stranded and solid have the same ampacity. Table But that doesn't help because Travis
Travis 1. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email

and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta.
Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Linked
Related 8. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. By code, the number of conductors allowed in
a box are limited depending on box size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a
box before adding new wiring, etc. Check local regulations for restrictions and permit
requirements before beginning electrical work. The user of this information is responsible for
following all applicable regulations and best practices when performing electrical work. If the
user is unable to perform electrical work themselves, a qualified electrician should be
consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. This page contains wiring diagrams for a service
panel breaker box and circuit breakers including: 15amp, 20amp, 30amp, and 50amp as well as
a GFCI breaker and an isolated ground circuit. This diagram illustrates some of the most
common circuits found in a typical amp circuit breaker service panel box. The breakers are
installed in a panel so that contact is made with one of two hot bus bars running down the
middle of the box. The hot wire for a branch circuit is connected to the breaker by a set screw
on the base. The neutral and ground wires for the circuit are connected to a bar along the side
of the service panel box. The neutral and grounding bars in the panel may be separate or, in the
case of older service panels, the same bar may be used for both purposes. This wiring diagram
illustrates installing a 15 amp circuit breaker for a volt branch circuit. A 15 amp circuit is usually
used for wall receptacle outlets and room light fixtures. This diagram illustrates the
arrangement for a 20 amp, volt double receptacle circuit with a shared neutral wire. This
arrangement is typically used in a kitchen where two separate appliance circuits are needed in
close proximity to each other. This circuit breaker wiring diagram illustrates installing a 20 amp
circuit breaker for a volt circuit. The white wire is used for hot in this circuit and it is marked
with black tape on both ends to identify it as such. A neutral wire is not used in this circuit. A
dedicated 20 amp circuit like this is used for heavy household appliances like large portable
window air conditioners. This is an outdated circuit that may still be used in some situations.
This wiring is for a 30 amp circuit breaker serving a 30 amp, volt receptacle. A 30 amp circuit
like this may be found in older installations for clothes dryers and maybe a kitchen cooking
range as well. This is a diagram for a new 30 amp circuit breaker to serve a 30 amp dryer outlet.
This is an upgrade of the outdated 30 amp circuit in the previous diagram. This wiring diagram
illustrates installing a 50 amp circuit breaker for a volt circuit. The 6 gauge cable for this circuit
has 3 conductors and 1 ground. A 50 amp circuit like this is used for new kitchen range
installations. This diagram illustrates wiring for a circuit breaker with a built-in ground fault
circuit interrupter or gfci. This 20 amp, volt breaker is a form of gfci that can be installed at the
circuit source. This kind of circuit is used for dishwashers, whirlpool spas, and other locations
where water contact is likely. An isolated-ground receptacle makes use of an extra wire to
provide a separate, dedicated ground in the circuit. It is connected to the grounding terminal on
the receptacle. The other cable wires are connected as with any other branch circuit except for
the ground wire. The bare copper ground wire is NOT connected to the receptacle, instead it is
connected to the grounding terminal inside the metal electrical box where the receptacle is
housed. A special isolated-ground receptacle is require for this circuit and can be identified by
the orange color and a small triangle imprinted on the face. When connecting the wires, the
isolated ground wire the red wire pictured here is marked with green tape or paint on each end
and connected to the grounding bar in the service panel and to the grounding terminal on the
receptacle. These are also required in hospitals where sensitive medical monitors may be
affected by grounding noise in the wiring which can cause disruption in their critical functions.
If a circuit breaker trips, the cause is likely either a short circuit or an overload. To find the
cause, remove all loads from the circuit. Unplug all lamps, TV's, fans, etc. Turn ON the breaker
to the circuit. If the breaker trips with all loads removed, then you probably have a short
somewhere in the house wiring. Check the wiring to find the fault and repair or replace any
cable or devices involved. Retest the breaker after repairs are completed. If the breaker doesn't
trip, then one of the loads normally connected to the circuit likely has a short or is causing an
overload. With the breaker on, reconnect each load, one at a time, until you determine which
load is causing the problem. Note: Before reconnecting each load, check for frayed cords or a
damaged plug on appliances or lamps. Also, look for broken light sockets or other damage that
may be causing the device to short when plugged in. Repair any damage found before plugging
the load back into the circuit. If all appliances are in good working order and the circuit breaker
continues to trip, there are too many appliances, lamps. Disperse the load by plugging some of
the appliances involved into another circuit. If necessary, run a new circuit to serve the need of
all your appliances. How to Read These Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for a
service panel breaker box and circuit breakers including: 15amp, 20amp, 30amp, and 50amp as
well as a GFCI breaker and an isolated ground circuit. Circuit Breaker Panel Box Wiring Diagram

This diagram illustrates some of the most common circuits found in a typical amp circuit
breaker service panel box. Wiring for a 15 Amp, Volt Circuit Breaker This wiring diagram
illustrates installing a 15 amp circuit breaker for a volt branch circuit. Wiring for Two 20 Amp,
Volt Circuit Breaker This diagram illustrates the arrangement for a 20 amp, volt double
receptacle circuit with a shared neutral wire. Wiring for a 20 Amp, Volt Appliance Circuit Breaker
This circuit breaker wiring diagram illustrates installing a 20 amp circuit breaker for a volt
circuit. Wiring for an Old 30 Amp, Volt Circuit Breaker This is an outdated circuit that may still
be used in some situations. Wiring Diagram 30 Amp, Volt Circuit Breaker This is a diagram for a
new 30 amp circuit breaker to serve a 30 amp dryer outlet. Wiring for a 50 Amp, Volt Circuit
Breaker This wiring diagram illustrates installing a 50 amp circuit breaker for a volt circuit.
Wiring a GFCI Circuit Breaker This diagram illustrates wiring for a circuit breaker with a built-in
ground fault circuit interrupter or gfci. Wiring for a 15 Amp Isolated Ground Circuit An
isolated-ground receptacle makes use of an extra wire to provide a separate, dedicated ground
in the circuit. Email Print. Home Page. Why Does a Circuit Breaker Trip? Receptacle Wiring
Diagrams. Calculating Circuit Load. Avoid shortages and malfunctions when electrical wiring
your car's electronics. Electricity is very dangerous and can easily lead to electrocution, so you
need to call an emergency electrician for sensitive wiring cases. However, you may work on
small electrical wiring at home provided you follow safety measures. To make you better at
wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you need to master. You will be in a much
better position to guard yourself and work more effectively. An RCD residual current device is
one of the most crucial things to have in your circuits. RCDs are devices that are widely-used to
monitor the flow of current through a particular circuit, and they cut off the current whenever it
flows through an unintended path. So if you accidentally touch a live wire, the RCD would find
the unusual flow of the present and immediately switch off the circuit. This particular keeps
both you safe. Having the right tools at hand is also a important aspect of power work. For
instance, stay away from knives as opposed to stripdance when stripping your wires. Knives
may weaken the wire by notching the copper inside. Choose linesman pliers as opposed to the
ordinary slip-joint huge pliers when intending to twist wires. The particular ordinary pliers
would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in future. Also, ensure you've got a
tester to test the voltage of the cables before and after working on them. Terminal connections
would be the conclusion points of wires, where a connection with another circuit occurs. These
are some of the most common connections, especially if you're working with receptacles and
switches. Terminal connections undergo a lot of stress, and bad joints easily loosen up. So
here's the key. When wrapping a wire around the terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction.
Of which way, the screw tightens the relationship as it goes in. Also ensure that all the wire
that's twisted around the screw is stripped. Within case there's a fatal slot, you should be extra
careful. Strip the wire ideal such that no insulation goes underneath the slot, and no bare wire is
left. Any errors here may cause the wire to touch the ground wire or box. You must be logged in
to post a comment. Facebook Tweet Pin. Use proper tools Having the right tools at hand is also
a important aspect of power work. Watch your airport terminal cable connections Terminal
connections would be the conclusion points of wires, where a connection with another circuit
occurs. Leave a Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. The following
house electrical wiring diagrams will show almost all the kinds of electrical wiring connections
that serve the functions you need at a variety of outlet, light, and switch boxes. It gives you over
diagrams. For help understanding them, be sure to open the Explanation page. Also consider
taking the Connections Tutorial or seeing the Typical circuit diagram. Be sure to open the
Explanation new window to understand the functions of the cables. Connections Tutorial
Sitemap of all diagrams. Diagnosis in a Nutshell Symptoms and Causes. Diagnostic Tree
Outage Flowchart. Choosing a tester Outlet tester readings. Wiring basics Special control
devices. Sitemap Sitemap of diagrams. House Electrical Wiring Diagrams: Wiring Connections
in Switch, Outlet, and Light Boxes The following house electrical wiring diagrams will show
almost all the kinds of electrical wiring connections that serve the functions you need at a
variety of outlet, light, and switch boxes. How many wires are in each of these cables don't
count grounds, which are bare or green? According to your answers to these questions, click
the appropriate graphic below to expand it, but keep this Explanation at hand. Forgot your
Password? We welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS.
All rights reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to
our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Log in. Remember
Me? By logging into your account, you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to
the use of cookies as described therein. Login with Facebook Log in. Forgot Password? New
Posts. Today's Posts. Community Member List. Forum Actions Mark Forums Read. Quick Links
View Forum Leaders. Thread Tools. Hi everyone. This is my first post, so I'll try to make it

worthwhile. I'm left trying to fix what an unprofessional electrician did not complete, or maybe
even start correctly in the first place. I'll do my best to explain. We wanted to have switch
operated outlets. The walls between two bedrooms were removed to open it up, but we still
wanted power in the middle of the room, so we had conduit put on our ceiling with three outlets.
I assumed those had a separate circuit, but they do not. The bedroom, 5 outlets, is powered by
the black wire. The ceiling outlets are also powered by the black wire. The sunroom, 6 outlets
and 1 outdoor light, is powered by the red wire. The first problem is that the bedroom has an
AFCI breaker. A shared neutral would create problems. So I ran a separate neutral for that area,
isolated from the other circuits. The neutral for the overhead outlets remains with the original
neutral, and is still shared with the sunroom neutral though the supply is separate. The
switches for the bedroom and the overhead outlets are next to each other. I ran two pigtails
from the black to supply each switch. Now I have no power at this point. I'm using a tester, with
it on the audio setting. I have not yet hooked up outlets to the overhead, so I am not sure about
that. I only get power to the outlets when both switches are on. Just a not about how it is wired.
For some reason, I have to run power clear past all the outlets to a switch on the other side of
the room. The power red at this point is pigtailed, and then goes on to each switch. One switch
feeds the outlets, the other the light. Thinking about it, the power runs back through all the
outlets, so wouldn't my neutral need to come back the other way first, toward the switches,
before heading back to the service panel? I'm thinking that by either doubling back with power
again, coming from the other direction, I could then catch the neutral properly. Thanks in
advance for you help. If anyone has questions about drums, jiu-jitsu, or wooing ladies, I'll be
glad to help. View Public Profile. Find all posts by mattemate. Northern Mike. Received 18 Votes
on 16 Posts. Welcome to the forum. I have read through your post twice and am really having a
hard time keeping track of what is what might be because I'm in weekend mode already. My
understanding is you hired someone to install some outlets that where on a switch. If by any
chance this was a licensed electrician you hired to do the specific task, and it's not to code, I
believe you can go after them to make it right. I do not know anything regarding the process, so
you'd be on your own with this. Can you maybe clarify your post a bit? Visit Northern Mike's
homepage! Find all posts by Northern Mike. Received Votes on 94 Posts. Welcome, I agree that
you post is somewhat confusing. I will point out two issues, one the AFCI will not work with a
shared neutral and two, all conductors of the circuit must be run in the same cable or raceway.
You cannot add a second neutral to the one in the cable. Find all posts by pcboss. Questions: 1.
What type of AFCI breaker did the electrician install. Example: Was it a single pole, or two pole
breaker. If two pole, you did not need to run a separate neutral. Note: A two pole breaker is
simply two breakers married together 2. How did you run a separate white or gray conductor?
Note: After you answer the questions above, we would need to start from the first box that the
landed in. Find all posts by SeaOn. Received 49 Votes on 44 Posts. It sounds like the electrician
took an illegal shortcut. That would handle the shared neutral. What you did just complicated
the problem. Best to start from scratch and map everything out before making any more
changes. Find all posts by Astuff. I believe CH had them, but stop selling them. Siemens has
them. Sq D doesn't make them. Not sure about GE. If you have a siemens panel, then all is
good. I guess a new question to my questions: Manufacture name of your panel, and year of
install Approximate year. Thanks for the replies. To answer everyone's questions: -The casing
is yellow. Inside are four wires, black, white, red, and bare copper. I've been in touch with him,
he just "doesn't have time" to fix the job. I'm really more annoyed that the inspector passed it
without catching such major flaws. It is not really thick, the same thickness as my other 20 amp
breakers, just a bit longer, and it just attaches to one tab, and therefore one bus. I believe that
makes it single pole. I completely separated the bedroom's power supply black from the original
neutral. I terminate the new neutral in the panel in the neutral bar, with its own screw sorry for
my poor command of the terminology. I will later tape the neutral to the original yellow jacketed
wire the electrician told me it is important to have them close because the electromagnetic field
is important in AFCI breakers-- both news and Greek to me. I've already passed the rough in, so
as long as that setup is safe, I don't mind if it flouts code a bit. Of course, I don't want to burn
my own house down, so I want it to be safe. It's less than one year old. I'll try to create an image
since I don't know how to draw and post a diagram everyone can see. It does not supply the
outlet yet. The red is tied only to itself with a wire nut in all of these. Then it arrives at a box with
two switches, pigtails supply to both switches. One switch feeds the porch light, the other feeds
back to the outlets, through the black wire. My confusion is how this is supposed to then get
back properly to the neutral. I would think the switch would need to occur before the first outlet.
Will this current setup work? Received 13 Votes on 11 Posts. I terminate the new neutral in the
panel in the neutral bar. Find all posts by ray Is the reason for that to avoid confusion, or does it
create a safety problem? What if I were to tape it on to the original sheath along its entire

length? Last edited by Astuff; at PM. Is the reason for that [in the same raceway] to avoid
confusion, or does it create a safety problem? Last edited by SeaOn; at AM. Reason: Had to
modify picture. I would definitely prefer fully switched. My panel has plenty of room for more
breakers. It has 32 spaces and is not even half full. I'm really annoyed that my electrician did
something so amateurish. I'm also basically out of room in my boxes for more junctions. Is
there any way around this, or any trick for boxes that are already too full? Why wouldn't that
work? Thanks everyone for all the thoughtful replies. Last edited by mattemate; at AM. I would
not blame the inspector. The inspector is looking at the quality of work. They may not know the
thought process of how the building was wired or what was planned. A xx-3 cable can mean two
circuits but could also mean that a constant hot and a switched hot is being used. Sounds like
you have a single pole AFCI. If only the black was taken around the corner without a
corresponding white and bare you do not have enough conductors to make the circuit work.
Perhaps you can post some pics? A sticky of how to do this is at the top of this forum. Sorry, I
was unclear here. It was properly wired around the corner, white and bare as well as black.
Received 99 Votes on 89 Posts. I see two options. Find all posts by CasualJoe. Which of these
is true? This option is correct. Yes, I've thought of the consequences of having a fully switched
room, specifically a computer room that a child may turn off. But it's not might call, it's my wife
that wants it. If Mama ain't happy, ain't nobody happy. Last edited by ray; at PM. OK, many
thanks. I'll let you know how it turns out. Thanks for the input everyone. I could not find that
outlet anywhere, so changed everything out. It took me all day, but it is done right now. Thanks
again. Justin Smith. Find all posts by Justin Smith. Received 2 Votes on 2 Posts. Visit
Nashkat1's homepage! Find all posts by Nashkat1. Replaced switch. Outlet question For all you
smart electrical people, I have a question that's picking my brain. I live in a small apartment.
One night I suddenly lost power to my living room o Outlet controlled by a light switch. Hello-I've been recently updating all of my outlets throughout my house--ol Dead circuit. I recently
replaced two light switches and two wall outlets in my home. The rep Aquastat not sending
power to circulating pump. Insight for eliminating snow from long drveway from big snows! Oil
Light. Whole house generator, general questions. DIY install. Any Tips for Identifying Circuits
and their breakers? Load balancing a main panel? Well, I've jumped off the deep end. I am in the
process painful process of converting a step van into an ice cream truck. I bought the van off
ebay oh yeah and it turned out to be a retired con ed truck which came with an on board inverter
system Seperate alternator feeding two large marine batteries, which feed the inverter and
convert it to v. The inverter runs into a small panel with two breakers, then to some outlets.
Pretty straight forward. The challenge: The Watt Inverter, while powerful enough to power most
of my on board equipment only puts out v. THat said, this invert does me NO good. So, I
proceded to put in a power inlet box on the exterior of the truck, which runs to a panel i
installed. The goal being, to get a generator that puts out v, and run a v outlet from the panel to
the machine the ice cream machine. I then started researching generators. Cost aside I am not
buying a 7kw liquid cooled generac , generators that put out v are virtually ALL open framed,
and are essentially lawn mower engines. This generator would be mounter to the bumper of the
vehicle, and needless to say, I think it will be a huge pain in the butt for my customers, and me cause it will be loud! I ultimately might break down and buy one but then i had
parts of a pirate ship diagram for kids
free as fuck
girl parts diagram
a thought I am not an electrician, but someone through a lot of trial and error kinda "gets it"
BobBad on Jun 14, My house was built in and the electrician wired GFCI outlets on either side
of the breaker box and connected the outdoor outlets to these GFCIs for protection. I guess it
was cheaper than installing GFCI breakers. The outdoor outlet was running my swimming pool
filter pump. I replaced the GFCI but that didn't help. The only way to keep the outlet from
tripping was to disconnect the carry-on wires. I took the outdoor outlet off and left the wires
bare and tried to reset the GFCI but it still tripped. I suspect a problem in the wire from the GFCI
to the outdoor outlet. How can I further troubleshoot the circuit? I ended up replacing the GFCI
with a standard outlet which allows me to have power at the outdoor outlet. I am concerned that
something happened to the wiring. Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question will be
posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question.

